Chairman: Sanjal Gavande
Vice Chair: Kelsi Calvillo

OCninetynines@gmail.com

OC99s website: http:\\oc99s.org

December 2— Business Meeting 6pm via
Zoom. Look for your email invitation.
December 3—Zoom Holiday Party 7pm.
Look for your email invitation!
January 6— Business Meeting 6pm via
Zoom. Look for your email invitation.
January 21—General Meeting
January 23—Linda’s celebration of life at
Cedar Creek Inn 11am. (See invitation on
page 5.)
February 3— Business Meeting 6pm via
Zoom. Look for your email invitation.

OUR MISSION — The NINETY-NINES®
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN
PILOTS® promotes advancement of aviation through
education, scholarships, and mutual support while
honoring our unique history and sharing our passion
for flight. Established in 1929 by 99 women pilots,
the members of The Ninety-Nines, Inc.®,
International Organization of Women Pilots®, are
represented in all areas of aviation today. And, to
quote Amelia, fly "for the fun of it!"

Secretary: Sofia Nosratabadi
Treasurer: Lena Wilson

OC 99s Facebook page: facebook.com/OC99s

December 3rd at 7pm
via ZOOM
Eat, drink, and be merry
(at home) for our virtual
holiday party! Wear your
ugliest sweater or PJs and
get ready for a fun night
of mingling. We will be
having a fun competition
to see who knows the
members the best (hint:
read your roster first!).

Drawing for the Above the Clouds organization’s Dream Flyover Program, offering flights to kids in need.

FALL 2020 INTERNATIONAL 99s BOARD MEETING
By: Sofia Nosratabadi

If you want to know just how interesting the 99s are as an organization, attend one of their International Board
meetings. You will be left wondering how all these developments have been happening right under your nose when you
weren’t looking.
THE CANADIANS BROUGHT THEIR
GAME: The East Canada Section is very small but VERY active with gettogethers. Despite being very spread-out, they are very tight-knit. This is what they have conjured up for the sake of
togetherness:








A plane-spotting outing (no flying needed; just watching others do the flying)
A “Brant Kosh” version of Oshkosh (a 3-day camping event at the Brantford Airport in Ontario)
An air rally with a spot-landing competition
A story-telling fly-in
A fly-in lunch for Amelia Earhart’s birthday
A fly-in lunch for Eileen Vollick’s birthday (first female licensed pilot in Canada)
A welcoming ceremony for Austrian Governor Fanni Pajer (who flew a transatlantic flight from Austria to Ontario
in a Diamond aircraft)

Talk about being creative – their main fundraising consists of each year selecting a woman from their East Canada
Section to be featured on a postage stamp. Here, Emily Crombez was honored as the first female pilot to fight fires in
the CL-415 water bomber on the anniversary of her first float solo.

LEGAL GYMNASTICS: If you offer your legal mind to our organization, these are the kinds of questions you will be
grappling with: How to resolve a dispute between two 99s, each claiming the title of being the first Chinese woman to
circumnavigate the world solo in a single engine airplane? How to treat continued membership of a 99 in case of gender
identity switch from female to male? Is it acceptable to disclose past and present scholarship winners’ names and
amounts of their scholarships?
This is just a small taste of the issues that our legal eagle, Cecile Hatfield, has voluntarily signed up for. Cecile is the
female version of the Dos Equis star, The Most Interesting Man in the World. Can you imagine starting your flying
lessons two months after giving birth, and then packing your infant son and 2-year-old daughter with you as you are
learning to fly? That was after being so terrified of flying that she turned around three times to go home after driving to
the airport for her first lesson. That was despite discovering she had vertigo and would get sick after every flight.
Cecile’s persistence paid off all the way to the White House, where she had a chance to meet former Vice Presidents
Spiro Agnew and Hubert Humphrey (who once asked her to be his personal pilot). If you want to know more about
Cecile’s wildly varied life as a fashion model, Hollywood actress, and aviation attorney for the Department of Justice and
more, check out her bio on YouTube: https://youtu.be/DvCcFr8HV9Y. And WE get to have her!

MENTORSHIP: If you want to catch up to Cecile, you can start by taking advantage of our Professional Pilot Leadership
Initiative (PPLI), which is an 18-month online mentoring program designed to accelerate women’s advancement in all
pilot professions. To give you a sense of how this program can propel you forward, PPLI’s recent graduates have started
careers as CFIs, took on Chief Pilot responsibilities, started their first airline jobs, upgraded to Captain at the airline level,
and started their own aviation business. The program has been so successful that most of the graduates returned to
serve as mentors.

NEW AFRICAN SECTION: The newly formed African Section started with just 6 members and grew to 30 members
representing 16 different African countries. It has made history on the whole African continent due to the fact that
there are so few females in the aviation industry there. (The first African Section conference in Malawi attracted the
attention of international media and attendance by the Ambassadors from Germany, Egypt and Tanzania, the Minister
of Transport and Public Works and the Head of UN Women.)
There is a big mismatch in Africa between young women’s current skills and company requirements. This is due to
negative stereotypes, lack of role models, and high dropout rates due to adolescent pregnancy, which lower girls’
performance and aspirations. To combat this, the African Section has started a STEM program for African girls, which
was not an easy task, considering how spread-out their 99s members are across a huge continent.
Their next African 99s conference will be in Rwanda in October 2022. It will include unique-for-the-rest-of-us activities
such as gorilla trekking on an active volcano and safari game viewing! Check out their website at www.african99s.com
for more information.

FUN FACTS:






It’s ok to include a 99s logo on a graveyard (with the Trademark Committee’s approval).
The 99s liability insurance does not cover skydiving.
It costs $23,700 to get a private license in Italy.
The Nonantum Resort in Maine will have Jessica Meir, a female NASA astronaut from Maine, as the speaker at
the New England Section Spring 2021 Meeting. Jessica is also a marine biologist, physiologist and a former
Assistant Professor of Anesthesia at Harvard Medical School.
The Airmarking Manual is a physical document, and is not digitized, to prevent it from being distributed to the
public outside the 99s. It’s an insurance liability issue, since there has been a case of someone outside the 99s
relying on the manual when the compass rose was off by one degree, and the plane never returned.

Let’s celebrate Linda Eldridge – with lunch on the patio at Cedar Creek
Saturday, January 23, 11am (Their heaters will keep us warm!)

Linda was a valued member of our Chapter for many years, and taught many how to fly.
Linda also held numerous Chapter offices.

Besides flying Linda’s other passion was music – she taught piano and played for the
melodramas at San Juan Creek Playhouse for years (several times OC 99s attended the
shows).

Linda’s biggest smiles were reserved for Ron
Loscalzo. They played beautiful music together
for many years.

Please RSVP to Bev Allen: 949-230-2165
If you can’t join us, please send a few sentences sharing how you knew Linda to
RMYERS533@cox.net or amyldavis@cox.net

CFI FOR A DAY

By: Soﬁa Nosratabadi
When you become a pilot, your newfound privileges will suddenly dawn on you. Like being able to have absolute control over a
person who is strapped in with you and can’t do anything about it, because they don’t know how to take over and ﬂy your plane
themselves. That’s what happened to Diane Myers. I became her CFI for a day, and she became my student. In my defense, she
was asking for it. As my mentor, she wanted to see for herself what she has been pu ng her conﬁdence into for 1.5 years.
So, she decided to try me out by having me ﬂy her to March AFB.
Imagine how momentous this occasion was for me. I went from being just a blip on Diane’s radar as a lowly student pilot, to
IDENTing on her radar as soon as I passed my checkride. Having Diane as my passenger was such as upgrade for me, as she is a
former Con nental Airlines Captain of 22 years. And she is a Mul -Engine CFI, not a Private one, so she normally ﬂies with more
sophis cated co-pilots than the Ground Zero of ﬂight training. I can’t say whether the same was true for Diane, though. Her own
plane is a fully pressurized, twin engine Cessna 414. So, it couldn’t have been easy for her to go . . .
From this:

To this:

Light-sport training planes are not known for comfort. They are ny because they are meant to expose your weaknesses by being
so light and sensi ve that they immediately register your mistakes to your ﬂight instructor, who can rub them in your face right
then and there. They are also beat-up from being abused by start-up students 24/7. So, you can imagine how Diane must have felt
by being invited into a ght space without any air condi oning and full of charming dents and idiosyncrasies.
I chose March AFB as our des na on because it’s impossible to get lost on the way there, even if you forgot your TAC chart, even if
your GPS failed, even if your ForeFlight lost recep on. You can just orientate yourself based on Saddleback Peak, Lake Ma hews
and Perris Reservoir. Plus, March’s 13,300-foot runway will not let you fail, no ma er how bad you are. There is something about
an enormous runway that dissipates the wind, and it beckons you with a whisper, “You are great, Weary Traveler, even if only in
your mind.”

I thought I couldn’t surprise Diane with anything at this point in her ﬂying career, but we experienced a ﬁrst for both of us that day.
We intended to leave John Wayne Airport via a right-turn Orange Departure to 340° so we could ﬂy over the Anaheim Stadium. But
we were suddenly redirected on upwind to go there via a le downwind departure, due to traﬃc. It felt so wrong that Diane made
me conﬁrm that I heard the instruc ons correctly, even though we both heard it right the ﬁrst me.
When we neared March AFB, we were treated to their Control Tower musing out-loud whether to give us a Le or Right traﬃc
pa ern, again due to traﬃc. They had Fron er Airlines leave their airport right when I was descending there in my li le lightweight
plane, and we were both there at just the right me for Fron er’s wake turbulence. Do you think it would be obnoxious of me to
remind them I’m from John Wayne, so I know what I’m doing when it comes to wake turbulence?
Another great thing about ﬂying into March AFB is that they are so nice and welcoming. You would think they would treat you like
second-class ci zens because they usually serve much more impressive military traﬃc. But their Control Tower made us feel like
we belonged there and like our presence was an honor and a privilege for them, ha!
On the way back to John Wayne, I had another ﬁrst for me – SoCal Approach amended my ﬂight plan by helpfully giving me the IFR
instruc on to use the LEMON ﬁnal approach ﬁx. I’m not an IFR pilot yet, so I had no idea what that meant. Luckily, I had Diane with
me, so I took full advantage of her to guide me there. She made me look good, and I took all the credit. What can be be er? It’s
always the smart experienced ones, who are in the background doing the work that everybody else wants to pass along, who keep
you alive and safe.
Not only that, but SoCal requested maximum forward speed on ﬁnal approach, since I was sharing it with commercial jets for
runway 20R. That was a lot to ask from my poor li le plane. No wonder some of the paint was chipped oﬀ the wings: we were
going at warp speed!
Thank you, Diane, for being my guardian angel and making a success out of me!

While Soﬁa was busy se ng up for
her landing on runway 32, Diane was
taking a video of the smooth landing:
h ps://youtu.be/jgm2pR42EHI

Jennifer’s Newest Adventure!
Hello to the ladies and friends of OC99s! I hope you are all doing well and
staying safe. This year has been a difficult one for many, and I hope you are
all able to enjoy aviation in whatever way you feel safe doing so.
Recently, I had the great pleasure of taking an introductory tailwheel
lesson up in Santa Paula. It’s a cute little uncontrolled field up near Oxnard
that offers almost any type of flying you could want. I happened upon CP
Aviation at KSZP a while ago in my search for upset recovery training, so I
was very excited to finally get to sign up for this course.
CP has a great reputation for the program they offer, so after giving them a
call I was paired up with Master CFI Mark King: A man with lots of experience
and a dry sense of humor, he holds a gold seal in Aerobatic maneuvers and is
one of four instructors teaching the upset recovery/emergency maneuvers
program. I was originally slated to fly a Citabria, but as luck would have it, the
plane was sent in for unscheduled maintenance about the same time I
arrived for my lesson. What a bummer! Luckily for me, the school’s Super
Decathlon was available and so off we went to preflight.
I am pretty comfortable at uncontrolled fields and with shorter runways, but
throw in the novelty of learning tailwheel and switching from yoke to stick
(and from the Cessna’s upright seating to the more reclined position of a
tailwheel!), and it was a bit to get used to.
After a brief discussion of tailwheel characteristics, off we went down to the departure end of the runway. Taking off
was quite the experience, as you have to allow the stick to travel forward a bit to pop the tailwheel up. This seems very
unnatural after only flying tricycle gear! But with my instructor’s guidance, we were climbing up to 500’ and making our
crosswind to downwind turn. The first maneuver he had me try was the Dutch Roll to get used to really using my feet. I
was to pick a point and keep the nose of the airplane on that point; Left aileron and rudder, then right aileron and
rudder, all while keeping the nose pointed at my chosen spot. It took some getting used to, but before long I was
enjoying myself.
Next, he had me do both power on and off stalls, followed by a starter lesson in spin recovery. I really enjoyed the stalls
and spin recovery, but the best was just ahead: Aerobatic maneuvers! He started
us off with a Hammerhead- flying straight up then kind of stalling and allowing
the airplane to fall and regain speed. This was so fun to experience, like being on
a rollercoaster, but better! He also performed a loop, aileron roll, a 4-point turn,
and after a couple barrel rolls, had me on the controls with him for the final
barrel roll.
After all that fun, we headed back to the airport for some pattern work so I could
try my hand at landing. After several laps, I finally felt I was getting the hang of it
and really letting the airplane settle itself onto the runway.
This experience was so much fun, and I cannot wait to head back for the rest of
the modules. I can’t say enough great things about the school and how fun my
first experience was. If any of you are looking to expand your skills, or learn some
emergency/recovery maneuvers, this place is worth the drive!
Jennifer Walinowicz

SoCal Pilots/TGIF/99’s Palm Springs Museum Fly-in

~By Tess Karich

A group of SoCal Pilots, who coincidentally consists of many TGIF and 99’s Members,
converged on Palm Springs Air Museum for a Tour and Lunch. Many folks flew in and
some drove in. About 40 people in all. It turned out to be a lovely afternoon. I actually
drove in so I could drive over to visit my Mom who lives nearby. I understand there was
quite a bit of turbulence coming through the pass and over Jacinto.
They gave us two Docents to walk us
through the multiple hangars and displays.
And LOOK Colleen and her precious
Grandson Mason are in the Corsair! (just
kidding, I photoshopped their heads in (: )
This particular airplane was used in WWII
and Korea on aircraft carriers. One of my
Mentors, Gary Meermens, owned and flew
one. He passed a few years ago but I
always remember his sage words to me,
“just keep flying the airplane.”
There were so many Vintage Airplanes, it was really a sight to behold. Three HUGE
hangars full of aircraft and memorabilia. There was a corner of one hangar that even
had an exhibit for the USS Missouri. The ship my
brother was on in the Navy! I didn’t expect that.
While we were moving about Colleen mentioned
we had another 99 in our midst and I had the
pleasure to meet Karen Vaughn. I saw her article
about Math in a recent newsletter, so I can only
assume she is SUPER DUPER SMART!
The So Cal Pilots negotiated a reduced price and
a free lunch for the group, so that was a nice
bonus!
It’s always a good day when spent with our aviation buddies.
In closing, 2020 sure has had its challenges and I think we will all be happy when the
things that we took for granted in the past we will now cherish even more in the near
future. Be Well! I wish everyone a nice and safe Holiday Season.

OC99’s Represented at SoCal Pilots’ Fly-In in Palm Springs
~By Karen Vaughn

Karen Vaughn (with hubby, Jeff) , Colleen Hadrahan (with
grandson, Mason), and Teresa Karich (with hubby, Don) attended
the SoCal Pilot’s Fly-In to Palm Spring Int’l Airport, Saturday,
November 14, 2020. We all met at the Palm Springs Air Museum.
The weather was gorgeous, the docents were superb, and it was
great getting to meet and reacquaint myself with fellow aviators.
Oh, and we were told that soon the museum’s recently acquired F117A Stealth Fighter #833 is undergoing restoration. BUT, they are
offering six F-117 Experience sneak peek events to the public
October, 2020 through February, 2021. (I’m partial, though, to
saving my pennies for a ride in their P-51D Mustang!) The museum
continues to expand, so will the fun and adventure! Check out
their website, https://palmspringsairmuseum.org/, and be aware
of COVID-esque closures and delays.

MY AIRCRAFT CARRIER RATING AT CATALINA
By: Sofia Nosratabadi
If you were landing at Catalina on November 10th, and you saw two shadows standing on the side of the
airfield, watching you in judgment, that was me and my flight instructor. We were the peanut gallery
comparing our landing to yours.

Landing at Catalina is not easy. It will definitely make you sit up straight in your seat. You probably
should not attempt to land there without a flight instructor your first time. This is why:
AIRCRAFT CARRIER RUNWAY: The runway is seemingly suspended in the air, giving you that aircraft
carrier feeling as you are approaching. It was installed by blasting off the tops of two adjacent
mountains and filling the gap with dirt. As a result, both ends of the runway end in cliffs. Just ask our
fellow pilot, Ed Martell, at the next SoCal Pilots Association meeting. Ed has had a personal experience
with the cliffs, after skidding off the runway and plunging 600 ft down a hillside, coming to rest on sand.
A new runway replaced the old, pothole-ridden, previous runway that should have been shut down.

© Copyright 2018 championnewspapers.com

NARROW AND UPSLOPING RUNWAY ILLUSION: As explained in an AOPA safety video featuring our
very own Soyla Flor Tostado with her CFII Alicia Herron, the narrowness and the upsloping of the runway
give you the illusion that you are too high, leading you to come in almost flat – a hazardous attitude if
you have engine failure or a downdraft.

Copyright © 2020 AOPA

If you are on the opposite end of the spectrum and tend to come in too high and too fast, because you
are intimidated by the cliffs and the ocean below, here are some helpful tips from a veteran of over 100
Catalina crossings, CFI Marc C. Lee of OC Sling Aviation at John Wayne:




Use your altimeter as a guide for your base and final legs.
Come in about 20 ft above runway numbers to make up for the downdraft before the threshold.
If you haven’t touched down on Runway 22 by the time you reach the windsock, go around!

Copyright © 2014 and 2020 by Marc C. Lee

There was a third observer on the airfield judging your landing that day – a cyclops on the east side of
the runway by the name of Pulsating Visual Approach Slope Indicator (PVASI), blinking at you as follows:





Rapidly blinking white light = you’re too high
Steady blinking white light = you’re just right
* WARNING: In other guiding lights, this means you’re too high, making the PVASI
unique. This adds one more challenge to an already-challenging landing scenario.
Steady blinking red light = you’re slightly low
Rapidly blinking red light = you’re too low

Source: www.skybrary.aero

HUMP IN THE MIDDLE OF THE RUNWAY: The hump in the middle of the runway means you can’t see
the other end of the runway when you’re about to land. This creates the illusion that you have no more
runway left, making you want to slam on the brakes. That’s why there are signs on the west side of the
runway to remind you that you still have another 1,000 ft or more left. The hump also makes taking off
scary, because that feeling of having no more runway left makes you want to over-rotate and take off
too early, instead of building up more speed on takeoff.
The hump also prevents you from seeing other traffic landing or taking off from the opposite end of the
runway. As Marc warns, even though Runway 22 is the preferred landing runway, heavy aircraft often
take off downhill on Runway 4, even with a tailwind. So, listening to CTAF communications is a must.

Copyright © 2014 and 2020 by Marc C. Lee

NO SERVICES: Marc gleefully points out the airport’s limitations: There is no fuel, no mechanic, no
tools, no oil, no maintenance, no air compressor, no parts, no storage. (And the large white DC-3 hangar
that everyone takes selfies with is used as storage for freight, not aircraft). So, if your plane breaks
down, you have to either get your mechanic to fly in with his tools and parts, or dismantle the wings,
truck your plane to Avalon, and use a freight service to barge your plane back to Long Beach.

Hangar KAVX Avalon Airport Catalina Photo D Ramey Logan.jpg
from Wikimedia Commons by D Ramey Logan, CC-BY-SA 3.0

Still want to go there? Check out Marc’s video and Pilot’s Guide for landing at Catalina. Another Pilot’s
Guide by Flythewest.com that I got from Diane Myers sums it up: Don’t get sucked down by downdrafts
before the threshold, stay calm, don’t try to hit the numbers, and if you like it, try Sedona next.

Tire Facts - Let’s Roll!
Since airplanes are designed to travel mostly through the air, it’s possible that the way they travel on the ground can be
thought of as somehow less important. This is far from the truth. If you can’t taxi, you can’t take off. If you can’t safely
complete your landing and taxi back to your hangar or tie-down, you’re schedule for the day is going to be interrupted bigtime, not to mention putting the airframe at risk of a ground loop.
Since the days of the bicycle-mechanic Wright brothers, aircraft have rolled along on tires. Their first planes (powered and
gliders) had skids when they were testing on sandy beaches, but they switched to bicycle wheels (complete with spokes)
when they started landing in pastures. Nowadays, aircraft are equipped with skis for landing on snow, and designed with
boat-like hulls to land on water, but mostly, they have wheels with tires of one style or another depending on the runway
surface. Notable are the big treadless “balloon tires” on certain bush planes that need extra cushioning for landing on
unimproved runways. The ones we use for nice long concrete runways are a bit more moderate in size.
Tires are made from natural rubber, synthetic rubber, wire and fabric, strategically layered
(“ply”) usually 5 or 6 times to have a tread surface, strong side wall, and a bead that fits
into the rim so the tire will contain air. Most light aircraft that we fly have inner tubes to
hold the air, while jets tend to have tubeless tires (like most automobile tires). The
exception to this is some tailwheels for conventional gear aircraft which are solid rubber.
For the purpose of this discussion, we’ll concentrate on pneumatics (contain air).
Tire tread is solely longitudinal to disperse water. Airplanes land facing
forward and turn slowly, so longitudinal tread is more than sufficient. Other tread features are not
needed, unlike auto tires, which have patterns designed for turning, snow, etc.
Rubber can age and crack over time. This applies especially to the tire sidewalls and the inner tube valve
stem. A tire or tube that’s weakened will eventually fail to withstand the impact of landing, so when cracks start to
appear, replace the tire and the tube as well if it’s been on as long as the tire.
The tread thickness should be examined every time you preflight to see if there are any flat spots or
threads showing (caused by less-than-ideal landings). If the aircraft has fixed gear and wheel fairings,
this can be more difficult to do, but not impossible. Looking at the tread can be accomplished by pulling
the aircraft forward and looking at the tread as it rolls along. Be sure to check the mains AND the nose
wheel! When the tread gets thin, it’s time to replace the tire.
The amount of air pressure inside the tire is very important. Too much may blow the innertube valve or cause the bead to
come out of its place in the wheel rim. Too little will result in unnecessary tire wear as it rolls along the ground.
Tire balance is important, too. The diameter of light aircraft wheels is much less than the average auto tire, but landing
speeds run from 40 to 90 kts so aircraft tires rotate much faster. If a tire is significantly out of balance, it can cause
nosewheel “shimmy” (some aircraft are more susceptible to this than others) or extra vibrations that can be hard on the
airframe.
There are a number of things you can do to extend the life of your aircraft tires and they all come down to using good
landing techniques, including landing at the minimum speed needed, landing straight forward, never having your feet on
the brakes when you touch down. A tire goes from “zero to sixty” almost instantly when the aircraft lands, and that can
be tough on the tread. Likewise, landing slightly sideways and having the brakes on can scrape off a lot of rubber.
When adding air to a tire, do not stress the valve stem by bending it around or pulling it. A weak point there is where the
stem connects to the tube. If it is overstressed too many times, your next landing could cause it to fail catastrophically,
resulting in the tire flattening almost immediately. This will cause the airplane to pull violently to one side, and possibly
result in a ground-loop if you can’t stop fast enough. You’ll be unable to roll any further and require a tow. This is not a
FAR violation (no ASRS form needed, but I’d advise it just to help their database), but the runway will be closed until your
aircraft is towed off and a thorough FOD (Foreign Object Debris) inspection has been completed.
Finally, yes, to those who are wondering, this sudden flat tire scenario happened to me on Labor Day weekend 2019,
when it was beastly hot and there was almost nobody on the airfield who could help with the tow. To add insult to injury,
when the aircraft came to its abrupt halt (thank God, no ground loop), my Cardinal was smack in the middle of the
intersection of runway 26R and 21 at KCNO, so I was blocking not one, but TWO runways. Ugh! The cause was
catastrophic valve stem failure that happened about 150’ after landing on runway 26R with surface temperature we
estimated to be around 120°F.
Here’s some reference info on the web for those who want more information:
https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/advisory_circulars/index.cfm/go/document.information/documentID/
22044
https://www.goodyearaviation.com/resources/pdf/aviation-tire-care-2020.pdf
https://aircraft.michelin.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/15/2018/01/2016_CSM_Print.pdf
Fly Safely! Claudia Ferguson, Safety Chairman, San Fernando Valley 99s, © CK Ferguson 2020

Happy December Birthdays!
3 Sofia Nosratabadi
9 Blair Hu
13 Carol Eastman
14 Kim Tran
14 Jess Yant
27 Ewurabana Mensa-Wood
30 Melody Liddell
30 Cheryl Cotman
If we missed your birthday, Happy Belated,
and please send the date to Irene Engard — engards@aol.com

Thank you to all who have contributed to this issue!
Plane Tales is a collaborative effort. We count on many
to help make it the wonderful newsletter that it is.

OUR MISSION
OUR MISSION — The NINETY-NINES® INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN
PILOTS® promotes advancement of aviation through education, scholarships, and mutual support
while honoring our unique history and sharing our passion for flight. Established in 1929 by 99
women pilots, the members of The Ninety-Nines, Inc.®, International Organization of Women
Pilots®, are represented in all areas of aviation today. And, to quote Amelia, fly "for the fun of it!"

Join us Online
Chapter Website - https://oc99s.org
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/oc99s
Contact the OC99s - OCninetynines@gmail.com
Amazon Smile Link - https://smile.amazon.com

To a Very Accomplished Woman: All Ninety-Nines

